


About Pierre Cardin           Products

FEATURES :

- ballpoint and roller pen set
- 2000 metres running length
- geometric top
- blue refill with 0.5mm tip
- ballpoint pen with peerless mechanism
- dignified pen set that suits your style

FEATURES :

- ballpoint pen and fountain pen set
- 2000 metres running length
- silver cover with distinctive latin engraving
- blue refill with 0.5mm tip
- peerless clip mechanism
- a connoisseur’s collectable
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PANTHEONANNECY

WIPC 714 WIPC 715WIPC 716 WIPC 717

PBPC 101



About Pierre Cardin           Products

FEATURES :

- twist action ballpoint pen
- black laquard with rose gold trims
- blue refill with 0.5mm nib
- stainless steel body

FEATURES :

- black laquard with rose gold trims
- sleek clip with spring action
- blue refill with 0.5mm nib
- comes with spare roller refill

FEATURES :

- ballpoint and roller pen set
- black laquard with rose gold trims
- blue refill with 0.5mm nib
- reveals executive class
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MONACO PROVENCE SETVOSGES
WIPC 706 WIPC 740 WIPC 741WIPC 712

PBPC 101



About Pierre Cardin           Products

FEATURES :

- smooth metal surface pen
- clip with rubberised finish
- blue roller pen refill with 0.5mm nib
- comes with spare roller refill
- geometric clip design

FEATURES :

- twist action ballpoint pen
- braided barrel design
- blue refill with 0.5mm nib
- chrome cap and trims
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BRITTANY MOULIN
WIPC 711 WIPC 713

PBPC 101



About Pierre Cardin           Products

FEATURES :

- clip action ballpoint pen
- sliver aluminium body
- blue ballpoint refill with 0.5mm nib
- fine PIERRE CARDIN engraving on surface
- slim and light weight

FEATURES :

- clip action aluminium pen
- blue refill with 0.5mm nib
- clip with spring action
- simple and elegant

FEATURES :

- twist action ballpoint pen
- brushed metal clip
- blue refill with 0.5mm nib
- aluminium body
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MARSEILLE TROPEZ MENTON

WIPC 705 WIPC 745WIPC 742

PBPC 103



About Pierre Cardin           Products

FEATURES :

- metal ballpoint pen
- chequered aluminium barrel
- blue refill with 0.5mm nib
- matt finish barrel and smooth finish clip area

FEATURES :

- twist action ballpoint pen
- chrome finish trims in gun metal color
- blue refill with 0.5mm nib
- rich smart design
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LYON CANNES

WIPC 701 WIPC 702 WIPC 703 WIPC 704

PBPC 101



About Pierre Cardin           Products

FEATURES :

- ballpoint pen with rotating mechanism
- crystal embellishment on top
- blue refill with 0.5mm tip
- 2000 metres writing distance
- striking fluidity of writing
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MARSEILLE

ARIES

PBPC 103

WIPC 743

WIPC 744



About Pierre Cardin           Products

FEATURES :

- twist action ballpoint pen
- braided barrel design
- blue re�ll with 0.5mm nib
- chrome cap and trims
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ATHENEE

ELYSEES

DEFENSE
A4 Size

A5 Size

A6 Size

WIEN
NBPC 775

NBPC 774

NBPC 773

NPPC 781

FEATURES :

- PIERRE CARDIN ruled notebook
- available in A4,A5 and A6 size
- with silver PIERRE CARDIN logo
- PIERRE CARDIN bookmark
- pen not included

FEATURES :

- PIERRE CARDIN pocket jotter
- premium re�llable PU cover
- with silver PIERRE CARDIN logo
- contrast white stiching
- pen not included



About Pierre Cardin           Products

FEATURES :

- endless usage, re�llable notebook sleeve
- with modern PIERRE CARDIN pen and notebook
- 160 ruled pages; ivory color
- back pocket to keep phone
- PIERRE CARDIN bookmark
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JURA
WIPC 710



About Pierre Cardin           Products

FEATURES :

- modern fabric cover
- see-through phone pocket
- with modern PIERRE CARDIN pen
- pockets to keep cards
- phone/tablet stand
- PIERRE CARDIN ruled notepad included
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AVIGNON
PNPC 703



About Pierre Cardin           Products

FEATURES :

- modern fabric cover
- see-through phone pocket
- with modern PIERRE CARDIN pen
- pockets to keep cards
- phone/tablet stand
- PIERRE CARDIN ruled notepad included
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SARTHEPNPC 702

PNPC 701



About Pierre Cardin           Products

FEATURES :

- endless usage, refillable notebook sleeve
- 4000mAh built-in powerbank
- with modern PIERRE CARDIN pen and notebook
- see-through window phone pocket
- LED lights to display available power 
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ITPC 105
COLMAR



About Pierre Cardin           Products

FEATURES :

- folder with sliding handle for convinient carry
- with modern PIERRE CARDIN pen
- 8000mAh built-in powerbank
- integrated connectors to charge your
  digital divices
- integrated tablet holder 
- LED lights to display available power
- PIERRE CARDIN paper pad
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ITPC 103

NANTES

ITPC 104



About Pierre Cardin           Products

FEATURES :

- folder with PIERRE CARDIN pen
- integrated 8GB USB �ash drive
- 8000mAh built-in powerbank
- integrated connectors to charge your
  digital divices
- integrated tablet holder 
- LED lights to display available power
- PIERRE CARDIN paper pad
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ITPC 101 LOIRE

ITPC 102



About Pierre Cardin           Products

FEATURES :

- handheld PIERRE CARDIN calculator
- slide open mechanism
- silver plated PIERRE CARDIN logo
- digital comfortable display 
- clip with rubberised �nish
- blue roller pen re�ll with 0.5mm nib
- comes with spare roller re�ll
- geometric clip design

FEATURES :

- silver plated PIERRE CARDIN Logo
- braided barrel design
- blue re�ll with 0.5mm nib
- chrome cap and trims
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MOGADORVITERBO SULPICE

STPC 784CLPC 780 CLPC 779



About Pierre Cardin           Products

FEATURES :

- genuine soft leather cardholder
- contrast grey stitch
- with modern PIERRE CARDIN pen
- phone pocket on the back
- pockets to keep cards
- PIERRE CARDIN branded plain papers included
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TILAT
LAPC 763

Genuine Leather



About Pierre Cardin           Products
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MARAIS
LAPC 762

FEATURES :

- genuine soft leather cardholder
- contrast grey stitch
- with modern PIERRE CARDIN pen
- pockets to keep credit cards, sim cards
- PIERRE CARDIN branded plain papers included

Genuine Leather



About Pierre Cardin           Products

FEATURES :

- genuine soft leather cardholder
- contrast grey stitch
- with modern PIERRE CARDIN pen
- pocket to keep currency
- LED lights to display available power 
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LAPC 761

Genuine Leather

LOUVRE



About Pierre Cardin           Products

FEATURES :

- smooth metal surface pen
- clip with rubberised �nish
- blue roller pen re�ll with 0.5mm nib
- comes with spare roller re�ll
- geometric clip design

FEATURES :

- twist action ballpoint pen
- braided barrel design
- blue re�ll with 0.5mm nib
p a trims
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TRAPANI

TRAPANI

BOULONGE

STPC 782

TAPC 785STPC 783

FEATURES :

- PIERRE CARDIN letter opener
- silver PIERRE CARDIN logo
- secured grip

FEATURES :

- PIERRE CARDIN luggage tag
- silver PIERRE CARDIN logo
- long lasting leather strap
 



About Pierre Cardin           Products

FEATURES :

- smooth metal surface pen
- clip with rubberised �nish
- comes with spare roller re�ll
- geometric clip design

FEATURES :

- twist action ballpoint pen
- braided barrel design
- blue re�ll with 0.5mm nib
- chrome cap and trims
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TRIOMPE BELLENA
TCPC 770 TCPC 769

FEATURES :

- PIERRE CARDIN desk clock
- quartz mechanism
- silver plated parts

FEATURES :

- smooth metal surface pen
- clip with rubberised �nish
- comes with spare roller re�ll
- geometric clip design

FEATURES :

- PIERRE CARDIN desk clock
- quartz mechanism
- silver plated parts
- a connoisseur’s collectable



About Pierre Cardin           Products

FEATURES :

- smooth metal surface pen
- clip with rubberised �nish
- blue roller pen re�ll with 0.5mm nib
- comes with spare roller re�ll
- geometric clip design

FEATURES :

- twist action ballpoint pen
- braided barrel design
- blue re�ll with 0.5mm nib
- chrome cap and trims
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GIVERNY EUSTACHE
MCPC 786 DTPC 776

FEATURES :

- smooth metal surface pen
- clip with rubberised �nish
- comes with spare roller re�ll
- geometric clip design

FEATURES :

- PIERRE CARDIN silver plated keyholder
  with photo frame
- strong magnets to secure the key
- PIERRE CARDIN silver logo

FEATURES :

- smooth metal surface pen
- clip with rubberised �nish
- blue roller pen re�ll with 0.5mm nib
- comes with spare roller re�ll
- geometric clip design

FEATURES :

- smooth metal surface pen
- clip with rubberised �nish
- comes with spare roller re�ll
- geometric clip design

FEATURES :

- PIERRE CARDIN silver plated photo frame
- silver PIERRE CARDIN logo
- smooth premium metallic surface



About Pierre Cardin           Products

FEATURES :

- smooth metal surface pen
- clip with rubberised �nish
- blue roller pen re�ll with 0.5mm nib
- comes with spare roller re�ll
- geometric clip design

FEATURES :

- twist action ballpoint pen
- braided barrel design
- blue re�ll with 0.5mm nib
- chrome cap and trims
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CHAUMONT MONTENA MONCEAU VILLETTE

TCPC 764

 For  TCPC 764, TCPC 768

TCPC 763

 For  TCPC 763,  TCPC 767   

TCPC 767TCPC 768

FEATURES :

- PIERRE CARDIN crystal clock in 2 sizes
- quartz movement
- PIERRE CARDIN silver logo
- perfect desk accessory!!



About Pierre Cardin           Products

FEATURES :

- smooth metal surface pen
- clip with rubberised �nish
- blue roller pen re�ll with 0.5mm nib
- comes with spare roller re�ll
- geometric clip design
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TROCANO
Playing Cards Set Wine Accessory

CONCONA
PGPC 772 MCPC 771

FEATURES :

- PIERRE CARDIN playing cards set
- premium wooden box
- silver PIERRE CARDIN logo

FEATURES :

- PIERRE CARDIN wine set
- premium wooden box
- silver PIERRE CARDIN logo



*** For Selected African Countries Only - Including Nigeria, Kenya, Uganda, Ghana, Rwanda and Tanzania  
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